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Welcome to this presentation! I will outline what we have learnt from 50+years of
planetary exploration. I will also highlight how we can use current mission imagery
and missions in general to engage K-12 learners about why space matters, and how it
directly links to all STEM fields.
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Guess the location!?
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This is Pluto!

This image was taken by the New Horizons mission, which did a fly-by of the dwarf
planet Pluto back in 2015! In this view you can spot a wispy thin atmosphere, and
surface features including possible icy glacier rich plains, rugged mountains. Image
credit: NASA/JHUAPL/SwRI
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In fact, over the last 50 years we have covered all corners of our solar system. This is a
family portrait of all the bodies that have been explored (Sun is included, but not
pictured).
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Missions and the data they collect help STEM professionals a lot of context to
understand what is happening on any surface, understand its history, and broadly
how our solar system has formed. With each generation of improved
instrumentation, we get high resolution detail of surfaces like never before. These
images are a sample of how mission data collected has helped the space community.
Each of these images are compilation products designed using data captured from
different missions.
Top left: This is a global topography product of Mars, taken by the Mars Orbiter. Each
globe shows the view from different sides of the planet. The colours indicate average
altitude (height). Reds are average elevation (~4km above base radius), blues/purple
indicate lowest elevations (8 km below base radius). In these views, its easy to spot
different surface features including volcanoes (white), deep craters (blues/purples).
Data like this first helped scientists notice that Mars has a very different surface than
Earth. The northern plains are low in elevation while the southern hemisphere is
dominated by highlands. The large tectonic feature (Vallis Marineris) is visible as a
horizontal gash in this view as well. It has greatly helped scientists and engineers plan
where rover missions should land. Image credit: DLR, NASA, Goddard Space Flight
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Center
Top right:
This is a global geology map and image mosaic of Jupiter’s moon Ganymede. The
global image mosaic was assembled by combining best available imagery from
NASA's Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft and NASA's Galileo spacecraft. The image mosaic
served as the base map for creating the geologic map of Ganymede and helped
scientists understand the geology of the moon. Image credit: USGS Astrogeology
Science Center/Wheaton/NASA/JPL-Caltech
Bottom right:
This is a screenshot of a flyover view of Tycho crater taken by the Japanese Kaguya
mission, a young large impact crater on the nearside of the Moon (i.e. the side we
can see from Earth!). It is an important feature of study because it is well preserved, a
top site for future human exploration. Tycho crater is 85km in diameter and the
resulting crater is complex in shape – it has a depression at the centre and a small
raised mountain as well! Investigating Tycho will help us understand how impact
craters form, and what the interior of the Moon looks like. Image credit: JAXA
Bottom left:
This is a topography map of Venus, taken by the Magellan mission. The colours
represent different elevations of the surface. Reds indicate highest elevation, greens
are average elevations, and blue/purples are deepest regions. From this view, the
surface is quite unlike Earth’s, closer images of Venus show a lot of tectonic
modifications. Image credit: NASA
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Principles of Spectroscopy
Study of the response of matter and
electromagnetic radiation
Record the response as a function of
wavelength or frequency
Applicable in astronomy, geology, medicine,
environmental science and many more
Reflectance Emission Absorption
Infrared
X-Ray Molecular Radar Lidar
....and many more!

It also revolves around the topics of spectroscopy, or the study of light as a function
of wavelength that has been reflected or scattered from a solid, liquid, or gas. The
materials can be minerals, rocks, or atmospheres. There are many wavelengths from
which observations can be made.
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Spectroscopy uses the core principles around the response of matter to different
types of electromagnetic radiation, a key principle introduced to youth in the middle
and high school grade levels.
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Each material has a unique fingerprint – a distinct response to electromagnetic
radiation. This helps identify the type of solid, liquid, or gas being observed
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On Earth its common to pick up a rock and zap it to figure out details about that
particular sample. But how do we explore beyond touch access? Its by launching
satellites into orbit and observing from there. This is known as remote sensing, where
the data collected gives some information without us even leaving our comfort of
staying on land.
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There are two types of remote sensing styles – passive or active. All missions have a
payload – instruments that can capture
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Curriculum Topics & Goals
Science of the Solar System
Astronomy

Scientific Investigation Skills

Spatial Geography

Exploring Technologies

Geological Processes

Relating Science and Technology, Society

Earth and Space Science

and the Environment

Rock and Minerals

Developing Communication Skills

Space Exploration

Geography Inquiry Skills

Earth’s Dynamic Climate

Career Exploration

Exploring Technologies

There are many topics in the Ontario K-12 curriculum that recommends what topics
connected to Space Science and Exploration are to be introduced.
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Acquire A Range of STEAM Skills
o Formulate questions or hypotheses
o Create a plan
o Gather, organize, record observations and attributes
o Conduct analyses using inquiry, and identify patterns or trends
o Interpret results, use critical and logical thought
o Communicate results using range of formats and techniques (visual, verbal)

By working with space data and incorporating space exploration topics, this allows
learner to acquire many STEAM skills.
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Disaster Management

Asteroid Bennu – Osiris ReX
Natural Resource
Surveillance

Remote sensing data and observations are key in various national efforts. Its helpful
to use satellite data in disaster management (e.g. fire or flood rescues), monitor
changes to the landscapes, and to observe unexplored surfaces before sending
humans.
In each of these cases, Canada has a lot of participation, innovation, and expertise –
introducing many career options that youth can explore if they are interested in a
STEAM career.
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Guess the location!?

Can you guess what this feature is? Make observations of the colours, textures and
ask yourself what you’re looking at!
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This is a mosaic of three different pictures, of the exact same area as in the previous
picture. What do you observe now?
As a hint: these pictures are a false colour image, i.e. the data was collected at
different wavelengths and combined in an Red-Green-Blue (RGB) combination. The
red channel indicates vegetation areas. So all areas in red indicate vegetation. That
could be fields, trees, or farms. Blue/black features are water features. What do you
think is happening?
Observe each picture
What is common between the three images?
What is different?
Does this mosaic and the previous slide give you any more clues on what this
surface area is?
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Mt. St. Helens, Oregon, U.S.A.

Landsat -8
30 m resolution
August 7, 2014

Landsat -4
30 m resolution
May 22, 1983

Landsat -1
60 m resolution
September 15, 1973

This area is of Mt. St. Helens! A volcano! Each picture had some areas that stayed the
same (edges of water bodies). But the main difference between each image was how
the feature changed over time. The first picture (right) is from before the eruption,
the centre image was immediately after the eruption, and the last picture (left) is ~30
years after the main eruption.
A distinct observation is how much vegetation was lost in the eruption, and has since
regrown!
This is an example of how remote sensing data, applications and interpretation allows
a user to determine the geological history of an unknown area.
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Tommy Thompson Park, Toronto, ON.

Landsat -1
60 m resolution
October 9, 1973

Landsat -5
30 m resolution
October 5, 1987

Landsat -7
30 m resolution
October 7, 2011

Similarly to the previous example, this collage of images show how the lakeshore
outline has changed over 30+ years around Toronto. In particular, Tommy Thompson
park did not exist back in 1973. What else do you observe similar and different in
these images?
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Guess the location!?

One final guessing game! What do you think is happening in these images? Are they
of the same area? Same planet?
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TITAN
MARS

EARTH

This is three different planetary surfaces! The curvy sinuous features in each image
indicate some type of flow pattern. On Earth this is an upside down view of the river
Nile! On Mars these channels are remanent features from past water flows. The
image on the right are of river channels observed on Titan, Saturn’s moon! The
pixelated look of the Titan image is because this is data captured in the radar
wavelengths.
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Indus Space
• Develop lesson plans on space subjects to meet curriculum
objectives for K-12 students.
• Train educators on Space Science Topics using current mission
data content
Workshops, lesson plans, training, resource connections

• Introduce students to basic concepts and principles of Space
Science & STEAM
Classroom visits and activities; use current mission datasets
Collaborate with local academic & non-profit groups
Highlight diverse industry contributions and personnel through
programs

At Indus Space we work on several aspects to ensure topics around space science and
exploration are current and representative of the diverse community that exists
across the world. Reach out to us and check out our various activities to incorporate
into your teaching plans!
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Let

help you explore Earth and beyond!

@indusspaceCA
www.indusspace.ca
bshankar@indusspace.ca
Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS)
Image Source: NASA/CU-Boulder
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